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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The PIER Demonstration program partnered with the University of California, Davis (UCD) to
demonstrate both new construction and retrofit design strategies that provide dual light levels
based on occupancy sensing that is appropriate for the interior corridor application. This
demonstration project consists of a one-to-one retrofit of existing fluorescent luminaires with
either new fixtures or new components for three corridor areas in Bainer Hall. This project is
intended to demonstrate the energy savings that can be achieved by using occupancy-based
controls for interior corridor applications. Furthermore, it is the hope of the demonstration program
that UCD considers these technologies in future retrofit and new construction projects. In
particular, the following recommendations should be considered as viable, visually pleasing
alternatives to simple luminaire delamping.
The project team identified three areas for demonstration of the chosen technologies to represent
approaches used to achieve bi-level lighting based on occupancy. These areas are the following
corridors in Bainer Hall on the UC Davis campus: Rooms 1312-1335, Rooms 1032-1072 and
Rooms 1103-1151. Lighting, energy, and economic analyses were completed for this
demonstration area.
Three technologies were installed and analyzed for these three demonstration sites. These
technologies are 1) LaMar Occu-smart DROS fixture with an integrated ultrasonic occupancy
sensor and bi-level dimming ballast 2) Adura’s wireless, zonal occupancy sensing solution
coupled with bi-level dimming ballasts and 3) a wired fixture-integrated microwave occupancy
sensing solution from Wattstopper coupled with bi-level dimming ballasts. During occupied
periods, the luminaires provide full light output, and during vacant periods, the luminaires reduce
light and power levels to a lower level. The three bi-level lighting strategies in this demonstration
are appropriate for new construction and retrofit projects.
Many corridors on campus have undergone systematic delamping or similar lighting reduction
strategies designed to cut energy consumption, regardless of reductions to light levels or visual
uniformity. In comparison to such a reduced baseline, energy savings for the proposed bi-level
lighting strategies is generally 25%; although, project payback calculated under such conditions is
exceptionally long. The corridor lighting in Bainer Hall, operating under these deteriorated
conditions, does not provide a realistic baseline for reference on future campus lighting projects.
Therefore, estimated energy savings and project payback are calculated based on a fully
functional baseline design, with existing luminaires fully lamped and operating as originally
intended. Comparing the energy savings of the installed systems against the aforementioned “full
baseline” shows that the project payback ranges from 4.5 to 8 years based on which solution is
installed.
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2.0 PRE-RETROFIT CONDITIONS
The bi-level corridor lighting demonstration at Bainer Hall consists of three distinct areas. The two
types of luminaires present in these corridors are a suspended direct pendant with acrylic lens
and a recessed 1’x4’ troffer with either a flat or dropped lens. Each of the three areas received a
unique bi-level lighting strategy.
One demonstration area appropriate to display a pendant fixture replacement is in the “shop
area” of Bainer Hall. The corridor is approximately 100 feet long and was illuminated by 8 – 4
lamp fluorescent luminaires, which were delamped by half. The second demonstration area is for
a pendant fixture retrofit. The corridor is approximately 193 feet long and is lit by 19 – 4 lamp
fluorescent luminaires, which were delamped by half. The final area is two identical corridors,
which were chosen to demonstrate two unique recessed fixture solutions. Each corridor is
approximately 115 feet long and lit by 11 – 4 lamp fluorescent luminaires, where half of the
luminaires were fully delamped and the remaining luminaires delamped by half for a total of 75%
lighting reduction. Photos of the pre-retrofit luminaires are shown below.

Figure 1: Fluorescent pendants and recessed troffers at Bainer Hall
Retrofitted pendant luminaires are 4 – lamp tandem fixtures from Globe Illumination Company
that were delamped by half during a previous energy conservation project. The recessed fixtures
are of undetermined brand, initially a 4 – lamp fixture that was half disabled and the remaining
side delamped to one lamp during previous retrofits.
Corridor lights stay on all the time; approximately 8760 hours per year. IESNA recommends a
minimum maintained horizontal illuminance of 10 foot-candles at grade for basic or typical
installations in educational facility corridors.
The original lighting demanded 5.9 kW of electricity. Delamping reduced this baseline to 1.5 kW
of electricity. Pre-retrofit annual consumption was approximately 12,952 kWh of electricity. The
approximate power density of the corridors, based on the maximum connected load of the
luminaires, is approximately 1.13 watts per square foot (W/ft2). The current version of California
Title 24 requires the illumination requirement of no more than 0.6 W/ft2.
Table 1: Pre-Retrofit Bainer Hall Corridor Lighting

Number of Luminaires
System Wattage (W)
Total Connected Load (W)
Site Area (Square Footage)
Power Density (W/Square Foot)
Annual Energy Consumption (kWh)

Original Construction
Pendant
Recessed
27
22
118
124
5,914
5,230
1.13
51,807

Delamped System
Pendant
Recessed
27
22
29.5
31
1,479
5,230
0.28
12,956
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3.0 DEMONSTRATED TECHNOLOGIES
The pre-existing corridor lighting remained on at full power and light output twenty-four hours a
day regardless of occupancy. This practice wastes energy. The following recommended PIER
technologies and design practices provide solutions that solve this problem. The lighting
strategies consist of bi-level ballasts and occupancy based controls allowing luminaires to
maximize energy savings during vacant periods with a limited impact on building occupants. All
proposed strategies utilize occupancy sensors to control light output based actual corridor use.
The different sensors demonstrated in this project use either passive-infrared (PIR), ultrasonic
motion sensing (US) or microwave technologies. Each sensor is used to switch light output from
50% power consumption while unoccupied to 100% while occupied when used in combination
with the specific bi-level electronic ballast in this demonstration. Bi-level programmed-start
ballasts maximize lamp life, reduce energy use and allow for stepping of light from a low-level to
100% based on corridor occupancy.
The installed technologies include 1) LaMar Occu-smart DROS fixture with an integrated US
occupancy sensor and bi-level dimming ballast, 2) Zoned control strategy with a ceiling mounted
PIR occupancy sensor equipped with Adura wireless sensor interfaces that communicate with
individual luminaires equipped with Adura wireless receivers, and 3) an integrated microwave
occupancy sensor by Wattstopper that mounts inside individual luminaires. The approximate
power density of the corridors, based on the maximum connected load of the retrofitted systems
is 0.55 watts per square foot (W/ft2).

3.1 PENDANT LUMINAIRE RETROFIT SOLUTIONS
3.1.1

PENDANT LUMINAIRE REPLACEMENT: LAMAR DROS OCCU-SMART
The LaMar DROS luminaire is a fluorescent pendant that provides direct/indirect light distribution,
occupancy sensing through an integrated US sensor, and step dimming through the use of a bilevel ballast option. The installed solution is four feet long and contains two 32W T8 lamps. The
recommended ballast option has an adjustable low-end light level; the low-end (vacant mode)
light level may be set at 5%, 10%, 20%, or 30% of nominal output. This installation was
commissioned at 10%. The fixture also includes a patented lamp-conditioning circuit that holds
the lamps on for 100 hours to ensure adequate burn-in time, which increases lamp life.

Figure 2: LaMar DROS Fixture with integrated US occupancy sensor and bi-level ballast
3.1.2

PENDANT LUMINAIRE RETROFIT: SENSOR AND BALLAST
The existing pendant luminaire is manufactured by Globe Illumination Company. By replacing the
ballast and adding an integrated microwave occupancy sensor, bi-level dimming based on
occupancy is achieved without the need to replace the entire luminaire. The occupancy sensor
used in this retrofit is the Wattstopper FM-105. The microwave technology used by the sensor
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allows for installation inside the fixture, eliminating the need for diffuser modification. The bi-level
ballast for this retrofit is the Quicktronic Prostart T8 Quickstep bi-level dimming ballast.

Figure 3: Fixture-integrated solution

3.2 RECESSED LUMINAIRE RETROFIT SOLUTIONS
3.2.1

RECESSED LUMINAIRE RETROFIT: WIRELESS ZONE OCCUPANCY SENSORS
To retrofit existing recessed luminaires with a zoned occupancy solution, wireless interfaces by
Adura Technologies, Inc, wireless light controllers by Adura, an Adura Gateway for data
gathering, hallway PIR occupancy sensors by Sensor Switch and bi-level ballasts were installed
in the corridor. This zonal solution allows for a retrofit that includes minimal wiring. Each
luminaire required an upgraded ballast to allow for bi-level dimming controlled by the occupancy
sensors. Each of the occupancy sensors is connected to a wireless interface that sends signals
to the Adura relays inside each luminaire as well as communicating back to the Gateway to
collect energy use and occupancy data.

Figure 4: Installed products for the zoned, wireless retrofit solution
3.2.2

RECESSED LUMINAIRE RETROFIT: INTEGRATED OCCUPANCY SENSORS
The final bi-level strategy for the retrofit of existing recessed luminaires includes the microwave
occupancy sensor by Wattstopper (FM-105) that is mounted inside the existing fixture and a bilevel dimming ballast. This solution is identical to that solution for pendent luminaires as
described in 3.1.2.
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4.0 PROJECT MONITORING AND EVALUATION
Pre- and post-retrofit data was collected to verify corridor occupancy rates, luminaire operating
schedules and refine the original energy savings estimates. Data loggers were attached to the
demonstration area to collect occupancy data. These results will be used to demonstrate the
benefits of the intelligent, bi-level lighting for corridor applications.

5.0 PROJECT SAVINGS
The lighting strategies implemented in this project were expected to achieve 60-70% energy
savings over the original lighting design. These savings were based on an estimated corridor
occupancy rate of 50%.
Post-retrofit monitoring shows that the specific corridors used in this demonstration were
occupied an average of 18% over the monitored period. This resulted in 71-78% energy savings
over the original lighting design.
Energy and cost savings, including simple payback, for each retrofit option is shown in the
following table and is calculated compared to fully lamped, existing systems. The following
calculations assume $0.08 per kWh energy cost, and include actual material and labor costs for
this installation. Additional savings can be achieved by applying for local utility incentives for
energy efficiency measures.
Table 2: Economic Analysis for Bainer Hall Corridor Lighting Solutions

Number
of
Fixtures
Shop Corridor
Pendant Replacement
Pendant Retrofit
Classroom Corridor
Recessed Retrofit (Wireless)
Recessed Retrofit (Integrated)

Total
Project
Installation
Cost
Labor
Materials

Energy
Savings

Project
Payback

8
19

$1,372
$3,259

$2,680
$1,812

$4,052
$5,071

78%
71%

7.9
4.5

11
11

$1,887
$1,887

$1,049
$1,667

$2,936
$3,554

73%
71%

4.2
5.3
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6.0 APPENDIX: PRODUCT SPECIFICATION SHEETS
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